List of Characters for the Host

6 characters. All optional/either gender. May be played in any combo with the optional
players from the main game.
The Your Mystery Party website link for your game is http://yourmysteryparty.com/greatestshow. It is highly
suggested to send your guests here before the party so they can read more about their characters, get
costume suggestions, watch the game trailer, etc. This link includes the main game players and these
expansion pack #1 players.

CHARACTER

SPIDER
Ticket Clerk
Optional either gender

ALIBI KRUPNICK
Acrobat
Optional either gender

TINY HUCKABEE
Stunt Assistant
Optional either gender

CARSON MCCOY
Animal Keeper
Optional either gender

JERRY LEE PARK
Housing Manager
Optional either gender

THE DRAGON
Chief of Security
Optional either gender

BRIEF BIO
Recently released from a long stint in prison for robbery, Spider is
the head ticket clerk for The Greatest Show on Earth. An impulsive
dreamer, Spider believes it isn’t too late to run for US President one
day. Spider has a somewhat monstrous appearance with many
visible scars, but is charming, approachable, and craves fame and
all of the luxuries life can offer.
An only child who was spoiled throughout life, Alibi grew up with a
mother, a maid, and a nanny in the most prominent estate in town.
Alibi never wanted for anything. After a falling out with Alibi’s mother,
Alibi was banished from the mansion and thrown on the streets. Max
found Alibi on the side of the highway during a terrible thunderstorm
and recruited Alibi to the funfair. Alibi is accustomed to having every
whim catered to and isn’t used to working for a living. This has
caused severe problems since Alibi joined the show.
An orphan who was forced to grow up too early, Tiny Huckabee
relied upon pick-pocketing to eat and provide shelter until Tiny met
Max A. Million and joined the show. Tiny is experienced with
manipulation and trickery and suffers from a wonky moral compass.
Despite Tiny’s reputation as a con artist, Tiny’s personality is
generally peaceful and welcoming. Tiny assists Rockin Bobby with
amazing feats and often has input on the design of stunts.
Carson McCoy is one of the most attractive workers for The Greatest
Show on Earth. Carson has a strong regard for colleagues and is
fiercely loyal to close friends. Carson dreams of one day being the
head zookeeper at the San Diego Zoo. Carson considers the
animals of the funfair as children and everyone else as an extended
family.
Jerry Lee Park has been in and out of jail since childhood. Jerry Lee
was an aspiring actor as a child and yearns to become part of the
main show under the Big Top. However, Jerry Lee is void of all
talent. Jerry Lee has a trailer full of disguises and is driven by greed
and gluttony. Jerry Lee has no ethical qualms about causing pain or
putting others in danger for financial gain.
The Dragon is ruthless, fierce, and has an uncontrollable temper.
The Dragon often shows remorse and laments about previous
outbursts at the funfair, so Max is giving The Dragon time to work out
issues. The Dragon can be callous towards others but is intensely
protective of those considered as friends. The Dragon heads up
security for the funfair and takes the job very seriously.
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SUGGESTED
ATTIRE
Steampunk style
attire. Fake scars
on visible skin as
optional effects.

Trapeze costume
or other dancetype of gymnastics
costume.

Stunt person
costume - jacket
with sequins and
popped collar,
boots.

Zookeeper or
safari costume.

Casual attire –
circus themed tshirt or costume
(i.e. popcorn) if
you can find one.
Black suit.
Earpiece, walkie
talkie as optional
props.

